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Dear COGOV friends,
The first results of the COGOV projects are here. They include a literature
review and a repository of real-life cases dealing with innovation, public value,
co-production and co-creation, and collaborative leadership.
The first original data is also in! Even more, our partners at King’s College
London have already analysed it and organised it in a report. You can read
about their findings in our blog.
The data-collection phase is well underway. Case studies are being completed,
while a survey, focus groups with professionals and design experiments will all
launch next year.
In May 2019, COGOV attended the NISPA Central and Eastern European
Annual Conference in Prague. We remain committed to sharing our results and
ideas. In October, I spoke at the #TROPICO19 Summit in Tallinn, which was
organised by TROPICO, one of our sister projects.
Below you will find a summary of our other past and future activities within
COGOV. As the research continues, I look forward to informing you about the
project’s progress.
Keith Shaw
Coordinator of the COGOV project

Research Progress

Publication of first deliverables
August 2019: Analysis of first
original data
September 2019: Workshop of
design experiments
January 2020: Survey & Focus
groups with professionals
April 2020: Design
experiments

Recent COGOV Blog Posts
Strategy and Policy: Unravelling the
Impact of Strategic Behaviour on Public
Policy
How to innovate in the public sector?
Teachers, doctors and social policy
professionals at work: challenged by – but
not victims of – public management
reform
What happens in NISPAcee Prague,
doesn’t stay in NISPAcee Prague

A Selection of Partners' Research Outputs
Gestel, N. V., Waldorff, S. B., & Denis, J. L. (2019). (Mis) taking social
responsibility? Implementing welfare state reform by private and non-profit
organizations. Public Management Review, 1-21.
van Gestel, N., Kuiper, M., & Hendrikx, W. (2019). Changed Roles and
Strategies of Professionals in the (co) Production of Public
Services. Administrative Sciences, 9(3), 59.
Torfing, J., & Sørensen, E. (2019). Interactive political leadership in theory and
practice: How elected politicians may benefit from co-creating public value
outcomes. Administrative Sciences, 9(3), 51.
Hardyman, W., Kitchener, M. & Daunt, K. (2019). What matters to me! User
conceptions of value in specialist cancer care. Public Management
Review 21(11), pp. 1687-1706. (10.1080/14719037.2019.1619808)
Hržica, R., Pevcin, P. & Benčina, J. (2019). Kontekstualni okvir in elementi
pilotnega modela ocenjevanja organizacijske zrelosti za proces soustvarjanja
javnih storitev. In M. Pečarič (ed.) Od boljših predpisov k njihovem
učinkovitejšem izvrševanju (pp. 87-106). Ljubljana: University of Ljubljana.

Special Issue
Several COGOV PIs and researchers are contributing to a special issue on the COGOV topics, which will
be published in the journal Policy & Politics.

Books
Jacob Torfing (RUC) is the co-author of the book Co-creation as a Mode of Governance, which will be
published early next year by Cambridge University Press. The book is co-authored with Christopher
Ansell, UC Berkeley.

Events
1) Presentations of the case study Collaboration in the labour market regions:
Presentation by Nicolette Van Gestel and Sane Grotenbreg to the Program Council, The Hague,
21 November 2019
Presentation Van Gestel to the UWV Advisory Board, Amsterdam, 26 November 2019
2) COGOV Panel Co-creation of public services and policies, November 2019 (Ljubljana, Slovenia)
3) COGOV Mid-Annual Meeting, January 2020 (Utrecht, NL)
4) COGOV Project Annual Meeting, 18-19 June 2020 (Marseille, FR)
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